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Beowulf - 2012-03-01
Finest heroic poem in Old English celebrates the
exploits of Beowulf, a young nobleman of
southern Sweden. Combines myth, Christian and
pagan elements, and history into a powerful
narrative. Genealogies.
The Tomb of Beowulf - Fred C. Robinson
1993-08-27
THE TOMB OF BEOWULF Fred C. Robinson is
known throughout the world for some of the
most original and stimulating work on Old
English literature and language published in
recent times. This book collects twenty three of
his essays, including three substantial new
articles on the literary interpretation of Beowulf,
the background and value of Ezra Pound’s
translation of The Seafarer, and an account of
the use of Old English in twentieth-century
literary compositions. The essays vary widely in
terms of subject and approach. They include
literary interpretation and criticism of the bestknown Old English poems (The Battle of Maldon
and Exodus for example), an account of the
historical, religious, and cultural background to
the writing of Beowulf, articles on women in Old
English literature and on the significance of
names and naming. The book as a whole is
informed by the author’s preoccupation with
meaning, context, and language, and their subtle
interactions. Its contents are equally
characterized by readability and scholarship,
and by learning and wit.
The Beowulf Reader - Peter Stuart Baker 2000
This collection of significant studies from the
past 25 years of scholarship on Beowulf has
been selected to represent the various
approaches that have dominated Beowulf
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studies, and to illustrate the evolution of Old
English literary criticism.
The New Cambridge Bibliography of English
Literature - George Watson 1974
A Beowulf Handbook - Robert E. Bjork
1997-01-01
The most revered work composed in Old
English,Beowulfis one of the landmarks of
European literature. This handbook supplies a
wealth of insights into all major aspects of this
wondrous poem and its scholarly tradition. Each
chapter provides a history of the scholarly
interest in a particular topic, a synthesis of
present knowledge and opinion, and an analysis
of scholarly work that remains to be done.
Written to accommodate the needs of a broad
audience,A Beowulf Handbookwill be of value to
nonspecialists who wish simply to read and enjoy
Beowulf and to scholars at work on their own
research. In its clear and comprehensive
treatment of the poem and its scholarship, this
book will prove an indispensable guide to
readers and specialists for many years to come.
Beowulf - Charles William Kennedy 1978
A lengthy introduction discussing historical
background accompanies the poem about the
monster slayer Beowulf
Communal Creativity in the Making of the
'Beowulf' Manuscript - Simon C. Thomson
2018-04-17
In Communal Creativity in the Making of the
‘Beowulf’ Manuscript, Simon Thomson analyses
details of scribal activity to tell a story about the
project that preserved Beowulf as one of a
collective, if error-strewn, endeavour.
Anglo-Saxon England: Volume 38 - Malcolm
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Godden 2010-11-18
Anglo-Saxon England was the first publication to
consistently embrace all the main aspects of
study of Anglo-Saxon history and culture linguistic, literary, textual, palaeographic,
religious, intellectual, historical, archaeological
and artistic - and which promotes the more
unusual interests - in music or medicine or
education, for example. Articles in volume 38
include: The Passio Andreae and The Dream of
the Rood by Thomas D. Hill, Beowulf off the Map
by Alfred Hiatt, Numerical Composition and
Beowulf: A Re-consideration by Yvette Kisor,
'The Landed Endowment of the Anglo-Saxon
Minster at Hanbury (Worcs.) by Steven Bassett,
Scapegoating the Secular Clergy: The
Hermeneutic Style as a Form of Monastic SelfDefinition by Rebecca Stephenson,
Understanding Numbers in MS London, British
Library Harley by Daniel Anlezark, Tudor
Antiquaries and the Vita 'dwardi Regis by Henry
Summerso and Earl Godwine's Ship by Simon
Keynes and Rosalind Love. A comprehensive
bibliography concludes the volume, listing
publications on Anglo-Saxon England during
2008.
Beowulf and Other Old English Poems Constance Hieatt 2010-05-26
Unique and beautiful, Beowulf brings to life a
society of violence and honor, fierce warriors
and bloody battles, deadly monsters and famous
swords. Written by an unknown poet in about
the eighth century, this masterpiece of AngloSaxton literature transforms legends, myth,
history, and ancient songs into the richly colored
tale of the hero Beowulf, the loathsome maneater Grendel, his vengeful water-hag mother,
and a treasure-hoarding dragon. The earliest
surviving epic poem in any modern European
language. Beowulf is a stirring portrait of a
heroic world–somber, vast, and magnificent.
The New International Encyclopaedia - 1923
Beowulf and the Dragon - Christine Rauer 2000
The analogues discussed are presented with
facing translations and detailed bibliographies."-BOOK JACKET.
Beowulf - Seamus Heaney 2008-11-03
Presents a new translation of the Anglo-Saxon
epic chronicling the heroic adventures of
Beowulf, the Scandinavian warrior who saves his
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people from the ravages of the monster Grendel
and Grendel's mother.
The Times of Bede - Patrick Wormald 2008-04-15
Written by the late Patrick Wormald, one of the
leading authorities on Bede’s life and work over
a 30-year period, this book is a collection of
studies on Bede and early English Christian
society. A collection of studies on Bede, the
greatest historian of the English Middle Ages,
and the early English church. Integrates the
religious, intellectual, political and social history
of the English in their first Christian centuries.
Looks at how Bede and other writers charted the
establishment of a Christian community within a
warrior society. Features the first map of all
known or likely early Christian communities in
England. Includes plans and illustrations of the
finest early Christian church in England at
Brixworth. An appendix considers Bede’s
treatment of St. Hilda, the first great English
female saint.
A Bibliography of Publications on Old
English Literature to the End of 1972 Stanley B. Greenfield 2008-07-28
Beowulf's Popular Afterlife in Literature,
Comic Books, and Film - Kathleen Forni
2018-06-12
Beowulf's presence on the popular cultural radar
has increased in the past two decades,
coincident with cultural crisis and change. Why?
By way of a fusion of cultural studies, adaptation
theory, and monster theory, Beowulf's Popular
Afterlife examines a wide range of AngloAmerican retellings and appropriations found in
literary texts, comic books, and film. The most
remarkable feature of popular adaptations of the
poem is that its monsters, frequently victims of
organized militarism, male aggression, or social
injustice, are provided with strong motives for
their retaliatory brutality. Popular adaptations
invert the heroic ideology of the poem, and
monsters are not only created by powerful men
but are projections of their own pathological
behavior. At the same time there is no question
that the monsters created by human
malfeasance must be eradicated.
Reference Works in British and American
Literature - James K. Bracken 1998
Bracken identifies and describes a substantial
portion of the currently available reference
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sources in British and American literature with
more than 1,500 resources on individual writers.
Descriptive annotations offer thorough and
detailed assessments of the works.
The New International Encyclopaedia Daniel Coit Gilman 1906
Tracing Paradigms: One Hundred Years of
Neophilologus - Rolf H. Bremmer Jr 2016-09-27
This volume brings together a selection of
pivotal articles published in the hundred years
since the launch of the journal Neophilologus.
Each article is accompanied by an up-to-date
commentary written by former and current
editors of the journal. The commentaries
position the articles within the history of the
journal in particular and within the field of
Modern Language Studies in general. As such,
this book not only outlines the history of a
scholarly journal, but also the history of an
entire field. Over the course of its first one
hundred years, 1916 to 2016, Neophilologus: An
International Journal of Modern and Mediaeval
Language and Literature has developed from a
modest quarterly set up by a group of young and
ambitious Dutch professors as a platform for
their own publications to one of the leading
international journals in Modern Language
Studies. Although Neophilologus has remained
broad in scope, multilingual and
multidisciplinary, it has witnessed dramatic
changes in its long-standing history: paradigm
shifts, the rise and fall of literary theories,
methods and sub-disciplines, as has the field of
Modern Language Studies itself.
Anglo-Saxon Culture and the Modern
Imagination - David Clark 2010
"An excellent collection... breaks new ground in
many areas. Should make a substantial impact
on the discussion of the contemporary influence
of Anglo-Saxon Culture". Conor McCarthy,
author of Seamus Heaney and the Medieval
Imagination Britain's pre-Conquest past and its
culture continues to fascinate modern writers
and artists. From Henry Sweet's Anglo-Saxon
Reader to Seamus Heaney's Beowulf, and from
high modernism to the musclebound heroes of
comic book and Hollywood, Anglo-Saxon
England has been a powerful and often
unexpected source of inspiration, antagonism,
and reflection. The essays here engage with the
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ways in which the Anglo-Saxons and their
literature have been received, confronted, and
re-envisioned in the modern imagination. They
offer fresh insights on established figures, such
as W.H. Auden, J.R.R. Tolkien, and David Jones,
and on contemporary writers such as Geoffrey
Hill, Peter Reading, P.D. James, and Heaney.
They explore the interaction between text, image
and landscape in medieval and modern books,
the recasting of mythic figures such as Wayland
Smith, and the metamorphosis of Beowulf into
Grendel - as a novel and as grand opera. The
early medieval emerges not simply as a site of
nostalgia or anxiety in modern revisions, but
instead provides a vital arena for creativity,
pleasure, and artistic experiment. Contributors:
Bernard O'Donoghue, Chris Jones, Mark
Atherton, Maria Artamonova, Anna Johnson,
Clare A. Lees, Sian Echard, Catherine A.M.
Clarke, Maria Sachiko Cecire, Allen J. Frantzen,
John Halbrooks, Hannah J. Crawforth, Joshua
Davies, Rebecca Anne Barr
New Readings on Women in Old English
Literature - Helen Damico 1990
Re-examines a critical tradition unchallenged
since the 19th century. The 20 essays reassess
the place of women in Anglo-Saxon culture as
demonstrated by the laws, works by women, and
the depiction of them in the standard Old
English canon of literature (Beowulf, Alfred,
Wulfstan, et al.) Categories include the historical
record, sexuality and folklore, language and
gender characterization, and several
deconstructions of stereotypes. Paper edition
(unseen), $14.50. Annotation copyrighted by
Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
A History of Old English Literature - Robert
D. Fulk 2008-04-15
This timely introduction to Old English literature
focuses on the production and reception of Old
English texts, and on their relation to AngloSaxon history and culture. Introduces Old
English texts and considers their relation to
Anglo-Saxon culture. Responds to renewed
emphasis on historical and cultural contexts in
the field of medieval studies. Treats virtually the
entire range of textual types preserved in Old
English. Considers the production, reception and
uses of Old English texts. Integrates the AngloLatin backgrounds crucial to understanding Old
English literature. Offers very extensive
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bibliographical guidance. Demonstrates that
Anglo-Saxon studies is uniquely placed to
contribute to current literary debates.
The New International Encyclopædia - Frank
Moore Colby 1917
Beowulf as Children’s Literature - Bruce
Gilchrist 2021
Beowulf as Children's Literature brings together
a group of scholars and creators to address
important issues of adapting the Old English
poem into textual and pictorial forms that appeal
to children, past and present.
A Critical Companion to Beowulf - Andy Orchard
2003
A generous, energetic, engaging work... will be
important to Beowulf study for years to come.
THE MEDIEVAL REVIEW
The Christian Tradition in Anglo-Saxon England Paul Cavill 2004
Essays exploring a wide array of sources that
show the importance of Christian ideas and
influences in Anglo-Saxon England.
Beowulf on the Beach - Jack Murnighan
2009-05-19
Feel bad about not reading or not enjoying the
so-called great books? Don’t sweat it, it’s not
your fault. Did anyone tell you that Anna
Karenina is a beach read, that Dickens is
hilarious, that the Iliad’s battle scenes rival
Hollywood’s for gore, or that Joyce is at his best
when he’s talking about booze, sex, or organ
meats? Writer and professor Jack Murnighan
says it’s time to give literature another look, but
this time you’ll enjoy yourself. With a little help,
you’ll see just how great the great books are:
how they can make you laugh, moisten your
eyes, turn you on, and leave you awestruck and
deeply moved. Beowulf on the Beach is your field
guide–erudite, witty, and fun-loving–for helping
you read and relish fifty of the biggest (and most
skipped) classics of all time. For each book,
Murnighan reveals how to get the most out of
your reading and provides a crib sheet that
includes the Buzz, the Best Line, What’s Sexy,
and What to Skip.
Learning and Literature in Anglo-Saxon England
- Michael Lapidge 1985
An collection of essays by specialists in the field
examining Anglo-Saxon learning and text
interpretation and transmission.
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Medievalist Comics and the American Century Chris Bishop 2016-08-25
The comic book has become an essential icon of
the American Century, an era defined by
optimism in the face of change and by
recognition of the intrinsic value of democracy
and modernization. For many, the Middle Ages
stand as an antithesis to these ideals, and yet
medievalist comics have emerged and endured,
even thrived alongside their superhero
counterparts. Chris Bishop presents a reception
history of medievalist comics, setting them
against a greater backdrop of modern American
history. From its genesis in the 1930s to the
present, Bishop surveys the medievalist comic,
its stories, characters, settings, and themes
drawn from the European Middle Ages. Hal
Foster's Prince Valiant emerged from an
America at odds with monarchy, but still in love
with King Arthur. Green Arrow remains the
continuation of a long fascination with Robin
Hood that has become as central to the
American identity as it was to the British. The
Mighty Thor reflects the legacy of Germanic
migration into the United States. The rugged
individualism of Conan the Barbarian owes more
to the western cowboy than it does to the
continental knight-errant. In the narrative of Red
Sonja, we can trace a parallel history of
feminism. Bishop regards these comics as not
merely happenchance, but each success (Prince
Valiant and The Mighty Thor) or failure
(Beowulf: Dragon Slayer) as a result and an
indicator of certain American preoccupations
amid a larger cultural context. Intrinsically
modernist paragons of pop-culture ephemera,
American comics have ironically continued to
engage with the European Middle Ages. Bishop
illuminates some of the ways in which we use an
imagined past to navigate the present and plots
some possible futures as we valiantly shape a
new century.
Beowulf - Anonymous 2021-10-28
A unique parallel edition of Beowulf with the
original Anglo-Saxon and Gummere's celebrated
poetic translation on facing pages. "The whole
thing is sombre, tragic, sinister, curiously real.
... . It is laden with history, leading back into the
dark heathen ages beyond the memory of song,
but not beyond the reach of imagination" - J. R.
R. Tolkien. The epic Anglo-Saxon poem Beowulf
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had "a deep and detailed impact on what Tolkien
wrote - from his earliest poem of Middle-earth
(1914), right through The Hobbit ... and The
Lord of the Rings." - John Garth author of
Tolkien and the Great War. "The story of
Beowulf, Grendel, Grendel's mother and the
Dragon [is] surely the basic story of all literature
... It is an epic that summons up a world whose
trappings have long since disappeared, the
trappings of the warrior ethos, and morality of
almost prehistoric Germanic times; but the
essential 'message' has not changed. It is about
courage and resolve, about duty and
responsibility, about honour and achievement;
but it is also about the transitoriness of things,
and the inevitability of death, however glorious
the life. It is both a celebration of humanity and
an elegy. The poem Beowulf is one of the glories
of European literature." - Magnus Magnusson.
Beowulf, the greatest work of Anglo-Saxon
literature, and "one of the glories of European
literature," is set in the mists of Scandinavia,
interweaving history and myth. It has been
translated into English over seventy times, has
been widely studied, and has influenced the
popular imagination through Tolkien's Hobbit
and Lord of the Rings. The young hero, Beowulf,
receiving reports that a monster has been
terrorising the neighbouring Danes nightly in
their sumptuous mead hall Heorot, sails to their
aid with a small band of warriors. The Danish
King Hrothgar, amazed at his courage, honours
him with a celebratory feast, after the shadowy
monster Grendel strikes. Beowulf, a man of
suprahuman strength, though unarmed, fatally
wounds Grendel, and later defeats his terrifying
mother. Beowulf returns to Geatland, becomes
King, and ruling with wisdom equalling his
courage and strength, establishes peace for fifty
years. However, an enterprising slave steals a
jewelled cup from a sleeping dragon's hoard,
whereupon the enraged dragon emerges
spewing flames, killing villagers, and destroying
homes. Beowulf, defender of his people, seeks
the dragon in its lair; however, once the firebreathing dragon emerges, he is abandoned by
all but the young Wiglaf. The two ultimately slay
the dragon, but only at the cost of a mortal
injury to Beowulf. Beowulf, who has triumphed
gloriously in life and died tragically, is given a
funeral equal to any of the heroes of The Iliad or
elements-of-literature-6th-edition-beowulf

The Aeneid. This dual-language edition will be
enjoyable for general readers, and invaluable for
students who would like to read Beowulf in
either Anglo-Saxon or modern English, while
dipping into the other language to deepen
pleasure or comprehension. It provides an
enjoyable experience of the epic poem Beowulf.
Elements of Psychology - Sydney Herbert
Mellone 1912
Elements of Literature - Robert Anderson 1993
Studies in English Language and Literature - M.
J. Toswell 2012-09-10
This collection of twenty-nine papers is in
honour of E. G. Stanley, Rawlinson and Bosworth
Emeritus Professor of Anglo-Saxon at the
University of Oxford and Emeritus Fellow of
Pembroke College, Oxford. Written by scholars
he has supervised, examined or otherwise served
as mentor for within the last twenty years, the
contributors illustrate the advantages of
following John Donne's axiom to 'doubt wisely'.
Professor Stanley's own published work has
shown the utility of wise scepticism as a critical
stance; these papers presented to him apply
similar approaches to a wide variety of texts,
most of them in the field of Old or Middle
English literature. The primary focus of the
collection is on the close reading of words in
their immediate context, which commonly
entails a reconsideration of accepted
assumptions. Consequently, new links are
created here among the disciplines in medieval
studies, based on various combinations of these
scholarly applications. Contributors provide new
analyses of such difficult but rewarding fields as
Old English metre and syntax, Beowulf, the
origins and development of standard English,
the definitions of Old English words and their
connotations, the styles and themes of Old
English poems, Middle English poetry and prose,
the post-medieval reception of medieval works
and the styles, themes and sources of Old
English poetry and prose. M.J. Toswell is
Associate Professor of English at the University
of Western Ontario.E.M. Tyler is Lecturer in the
Department of English and Related Literature at
the Centre for Medieval Studies, University of
York.
Elements of Agricultural Chemistry - James
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Finlay Weir Johnston 1912
Medieval Insular Literature Between the Oral
and the Written, II - Hildegard L. C. Tristram
1997
Old English Literature - John D. Niles
2016-02-18
This review of the critical reception of Old
English literature from 1900 to the present
moves beyond a focus on individual literary texts
so as to survey the different schools, methods,
and assumptions that have shaped the discipline.
Examines the notable works and authors from
the period, including Beowulf, the Venerable
Bede, heroic poems, and devotional literature
Reinforces key perspectives with excerpts from
ten critical studies Addresses questions of
medieval literacy, textuality, and orality, as well
as style, gender, genre, and theme Embraces the
interdisciplinary nature of the field with
reference to historical studies, religious studies,
anthropology, art history, and more
Ottemiller's Index to Plays in Collections - John
Henry Ottemiller 2011
Representing the largest expansion between
editions, this updated volume of Ottemiller's
Index to Plays in Collections is the standard
location tool for full-length plays published in
collections and anthologies in England and the
United States throughout the 20th century and
beyond. This new volume lists more than 3,500
new plays and 2,000 new authors, as well as
birth and/or death information for hundreds of
authors.
Anglo-Latin Literature, 600-899 - Michael
Lapidge 1996-01-01
The Latin literature of Anglo-Saxon England
remains poorly understood. No bibliography of
the subject exists. No comprehensive and
authoritative history of Anglo-Latin literature
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has ever been written. It is only in recent years,
largely through the essays collected in the
present volumes, that the outline and intrinsic
interest of the field have been clarified. Indeed,
until a comprehensive history of the period is
written, these collected essays offer the only
reliable guide to the subject. The essays in the
first volume are concerned with the earliest
period of literary activity in England. Following a
general essay which surveys the field as a whole,
the essays range from the arrival of Theodore
and Hadrian, through Aldhelm and Bede, to
Aediluulf.
Beowulf - Jodi-Anne George 2009-12-09
Of unknown authorship, Beowulf is an Old
English epic poem which incites contentious
debate and has been endlessly interpreted over
the centuries. This Reader's Guide provides a
much-needed overview of the large body of
Beowulf criticism, moving from 18th century
reactions to 21st century responses. Jodi-Ann
George: - Charts the changes in critical trends
and theoretical approaches applied to the poem.
- Includes discussion of J. R. R. Tolkein's
pioneering 1936 lecture on Beowulf , and
Seamus Heaney's recent translation. - Analyses
Beowulf in popular culture, addressing the
poem's life in film versions, graphic novels,
music and comics. Clear and engaging, this is an
indispensable introductory guide to a widelystudied and enigmatic work which continues to
fascinate readers everywhere.
Encyclopedia of Literary Translation Into
English: A-L - O. Classe 2000
Includes articles about translations of the works
of specific authors and also more general topics
pertaining to literary translation.
Reader's Guide to Literature in English - Mark
Hawkins-Dady 1996
First Published in 1996. Routledge is an imprint
of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
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